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INSTOCK! Pacer AERO Indoor/Outdoor Roller Skate!
 

Just starting on your rolling adventure? Or looking to get back into the sport you loved before - the AERO Roller Skate is a great choice at a
great price!  

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Base price with tax $195.00

Price with discount $175.00

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price $175.00

Sales price without tax $175.00

Save: $-20.00

Tax amount 

  

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Pacer AERO Indoor/Outdoor Roller Skates!
Whether you're just starting on your rolling adventure or you are looking to get back into the sport you loved before, the AERO from Pacer
Skates will have you on the street or rink in no time at all! The classic lowtop boot design with lightweight aluminum chassis enables easy
maneuverability and control. Traditional lacing and power strap help keep things simple and snug, while the fashionable design helps get the
most out of your skating experience. The roller skates for skaters of all ages, feature PU foam in the boots that keep feet nestled in and well
cushioned. The liner of these quad roller skates provide quick-dry comfort. The AERO is equipped with 58mm X 40mm sturdy urethane speed
wheels, suitable for indoor rink use and outdoor on smooth surfaces. Topped off with Bevo Gold - 7 Race Rated (Chrome) bearings to deliver
speed and control! They are set on AMQ Pro Frame aluminum chassis and feature 5/8 inch adjustable toe stop. Many features usually only
available in higher end skates! These skates fit true to Mens U.S. shoe sizes, select availabilbilty form the drop-down menu. Ladies sizes
usually go down one size (ie. Mens 7 = Ladies 8). AND, if you're in doubt, email in your foot measurements according to this sizing so we can
check and make you get the right size for your feet! AND... Don't forget your protective gear!

• Always use caution when skating outdoors – and Always use Safety equipment and follow your local municipal bylaws!

• • Order a set of Outdoor wheels at the same time (with FREE bearing installation!) for Outdoor Skating!

• • OR substitute the standard indoor/outdoor wheels for dedicated Outdoor wheels!

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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